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There are a lot of bands nowadays that shared their music to so many people 

using different platforms and this band are one of those successful people in the 

music industry that has achieved a milestone of finally having an album. 

After a year of working with their music, the five piece Cavite grown pop punk 

band ANTHEM FOR MARIA finally launched their first album entitled ‘Brace 

Yourself’ last  April 6 at Zibangs Bar and Grill House, Makati.

BY ANNE NICOLE E. LOPEZ



The launch was perhaps a very much 

anticipated event not just  for the band but 

for the people who supports them and their 

music as well. Some even came all the way 

from the south. Even Anton Alonte and 

Joshoa Caballero of Happy Three Friends 

came to support the show. The venue was 

full and alive that night.

Aside from Anthem For Maria, the bands 

that played along with them was one of the 

things I looked forward to. Other bands in 

the lineup are my personal favorite. It was 

quite a night of diverse music being the 

bands have different genres like shoegaze, 

pop punk and even punk rock.



These following bands went to 

rock out the night: Forgetting69 

(Bulacan), MCDVLR (Cavite), Cake Pie 

(Cavite) Estranghero (Cavite), Hide 

at Six (Malabon), Sweet Sayonara 

(Novaliches), Bad Chase (Quezon 

City), VSTHEWORLD (Laguna) and 

SCOTT (Quezon City). They surely 

made it extra special for everybody 

who went there, each of them gave 

everyone hell of a great show.



Every moment of the launch was surreal 

but what I was so happy to witness is that  

Anthem For Maria’s vocalist, Charles Vera’s 

proposal to her girlfriend while playing 

their song Forever Real. Everybody, even I 

cheered for the couple as the lovely girl, Elay 

said yes to the him. It was such a magical 

moment seeing two lovers get ready to 

spend the rest of their lives together.



“Thank you very much to Estrella Production for making this possible, to all the 

bands who performed, to Zibangs Bar and Grill House for the venue, to all the 

media partners of this event, to all who bought shirts and CDs, and to each and 

every geeks who spent their night at our album launch! You will see more from 

us soon. Again, thank you!”, Anthem For Maria even had a short but heartfelt 

gratitude message to everyone who came and enjoyed the night with them and to 

the production that helped them made the album launch possible. 

There they said it, expect more from their music and I’m sure that 

they won’t disappoint us.

Kudos to Anthem For Maria, Estrella Production for the wonderful Album Launch!
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VIBRANIUM came together last year (2018) as an 

amalgamation of two heavy metal bands from the early 

2000's, Aggressive Angel Attack (Mark Bacosa- on vocals 

and Clint Gamboa swinging the Axe as lead guitarist) and 

Retractory (with Marx Toledo on drums and Rhandee 
Estrada on 2nd lead guitars), later on, adding Jun Valdez of 

90's band Nexus, to complete the band as its bassist.

The word VIBRANIUM comes from the fictional metal 

substance found in the kingdom of Wakanda, home

of Marvel Comics' warrior king, Black Panther. Watching the 

band perform live is an experience to

behold as they play really tight, and the music is beyond in-

your-face, that the band easily lives up to its

namesake. Expect no punches to be pulled too; because 

once they get up on stage, the gauntlet gets

thrown down HARD.



Vibranium's music can only be described as a harmonious and grisly 

collision of Old and New Metal. Blending the technicalities and riffs of old 

guard luminaries like Dream Theatre, Megadeth, Pantera, and Metallica, 

with the tuning and screams of the newer school household names like 

Sevendust, Deftones, A Perfect Circle, and Godsmack, leaving both metal 

generations with hard-hitting music vibrating through the cranium." 

YOU CAN LISTEN TO THEIR TRACKS IN YOUTUBE:

SUBUKAN: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6x_bUstr2o

BEFORE I DROWN: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQzOYeG2t9k

ANG NATPAD NA HILING: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2A-82wjOANs

FB PAGE: https://www.facebook.com/vibraniump/



FOR LIVE GEARS: 

CLINT GAMBOA Lead Guitarist

Guitar: Gibson Epiphone

Guitar Effects: Zoom G1X

RHANDEE ESTRADA 2nd Lead:

Guitar: Aria Pro 2

Guitar Effects: Zoom G3X

JUN VALDEZ Bassist:

Bass: Upgraded pulse 5 string bass with 

EMG pickups. Ernie ball slinky strings.

MARX TOLEDO:

Pedal: Tama Iron Cobra double pedals

Snare:  Tama Silver Star snare drum and 

hard wares

Cymbals:

Zildjian rock crash (16”), Istanbul china (16”), 

Sabian hats (14”), Sabian ride (20”) 

Sticks: Zildjian and Vater sticks (size 5B)
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Blaire Sabado 

Leomark Cano

Mathew Medina

Lordnie Lunzaga

Christian Fuentes

VOCALIST

GUITAR

GUITAR

BASS

DRUMS

Location: Cavite
NU Metal, Metalcore, Rap, Hardcore, 

Ambient & Post

A S  F A R  A S  I  A M



Original Songs
Deranged

Parasito

Get The F*ck Out

Reppin:
Snuff Clothing

Minimalistik Clothing



Lordnie's Gear Guitar:
Jackson Js2 Concert Bass

Effects: Sansamp Paradriver V2

Wireless: Xvive U2

Leomark's Gear Guitar:
Les Paul Japan

Effects: Zoom G2

Wireless: Muslady



Mathew's Gear Guitar:
Yamaha sfx-III  Japan

Effects:   Boston Eq-200 

Boston Heavy Metal  

Artec Analog Delay 

Ibanez Tube Screamer Mini 

Boston Noise Gate

Wireless:  NUX B-2 Wireless Guitar 

System

Christian's Gear
ARMADA Trojan B8 Cymbals



AS FAR AS I AM is a Metalcore band based in Cavite. Their music is 
influenced by various genres such as NU Metal, Hardcore and Ambient 

Metal which gives their music flavor that suites different palates. 

As far as I am Started in April 2017. They released the first single 
"DERANGED" on the same month and followed by their carrier single 

"PARASITO" shortly after.
They recently released their third single called "GTFO" last March 22, 2019.

The band loves playing music together and inspire people with their songs. 
They regularly have gig schedules every Weekends with various Music 

productions.

They were also given a chance to some major events such as Redhorse 
Musizklaban 2018 and Wagayway Festival 2019 as one of the chosen Tribal 

bandidos.

The band is  also known for their hardworking and trustworthy attitude. 
Which also played a big part of their career growth.

Thank you Unplug Magazine <3
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BY JOHN MATTHEW ACOSTA



Play All Day is an alternative/progresive 

rock band from Las Piñas City that was 

formed by brothers Jomil and Matt 

sometime in December of 2018. Then 

they added to the group their bassist, 

Neil, who is the brother of Jomil's wife 

and Jeff, Jomil's workmate as their 

vocalist. Right from the get go, the 

band's goal is to make original music and 

contribute to OPM. Initially, the band's 

name is Sunday Sessions since most 

of the time they only get to hang out 

during Sundays. After their first original 

song was composed, they feel the need 

for another guitarist. So Jomil and Matt 

asked their uncle, Sam, who is by the 

way younger but yeah, to be their rhythm 

guitarist and backing vocals. After some 

time, their original vocalist needs to quit. 

So Jomil then asked his college buddy, 

Robert aka RA, to be his replacement. 

After realising that there are bunch of 

Sunday Sessions pages in Facebook, 

they decided to change their name to 

Play All Day, a suggestion which came 

from the band's bassist. Ironically, the 

band is still, just like from the beginning, 

hanging out during weekends. There's 

really no story behind the band's name 

aside from the fact the the band felt the 

need for a change of name. And as they 

say, the rest is history.

john matthew acosta



Play All Day just recently released their single entitled 

"Salungatan". Salungatan is the first track released in 

Play All Day's EP, Pighati. It was written by the band's 

drummer, Jomil and was recorded at The Owl Audio, 

mixed and mastered by Michael Cagape.

The song is about a relationship full of 

misunderstandings. It also talks about a person who 

is always in a high horse not wanting to take the 

blame. Thus the lyrics "lagi kang nasa taas, bumaba 

ka naman." It also tells how people in a relationship 

such as this often utter the words  "nakakasawa na 

diba talaga minsan, away nanaman" implying that 

he/she is already getting fed up. Sometimes people 

take more than what he/she can chew.

However, love is just a wonderful thing. Our mind 

can say a thing completely different from what our 

hearts desire. Even if we feel that we already had 

enough, our hearts keep on longing for more. Thus 

the lyrics, "prumeno na nga, bat tumuloy ka pa. O siya 

sige na, oo tama ka na." Implying that there's always 

someone in a relationship who is willing to take all 

the hits just to save what they have.

The band is currently working on finishing their EP, 

Pighati which is expected to out in the market this 

year.



Forgot the band members, here ya go

Band Members:
Robert Allan Suliguin - Vocalist
Jo Mil - Drummer
John Matthew Acosta - Lead Guitarist
Samuel Acosta Valde - Rhythm Guitarist/
Back-up Vocalist
Neil Chua - Bassist

Official profiles:
SoundCloud
https://soundcloud.com/playalldayofficial

Bandcamp
https://playalldayofficial.bandcamp.com/

Rakista Radio
https://rakista.com/profile/playallday

YouTube:https://www.youtube.com/
channel/UC6AJ1BO9NJJhtXwm5G42DaA

Band page: https://www.facebook.com/
weplayalldayofficial/

Gears used:
Epiphone VE Les Paul
Fernando Stratocaster
Premiere Bass
Planet z cymbals
Fernando drum kit
Remo Drum Heads

Effects:
Nux mfx10
Zoom g1xon
Nux mg100

Tone:
For guitars we usually go for 2 types 
distorted tone. For the lead, we usually 
add a bit of delay and reverb using the 
mfx10. On bass we add a bit more treble. 

Amp settings:
For rhythm and lead. Mids are all the way 
down. While the treble and bass is on 12 
o'clock . This setting is inspired by Monty 
of Mayonnaise. He shared this specific 
settings in one of his vlogs.
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We started last June 12, 2018, Minimalistik 
Clothing Co. comes with the word 

Minimalism. 

Clothing that leads you to look better and 

definitely combines with Self-confidence. 

We are aiming to give people a strong 

personality and courage to love their selves. 

Our collection of clothing we choose to 

wear and the designs we display on our 

clothes become an extension of who we are 

and how we see ourselves.

Minimalistik is simplicity but outrageous 

with a three (3) Roses that symbolized of 

growth, inner strength and Pride

As we celebrate our First Anniversary on 

June 15, 2019, we dedicated our gig for the 

Productions and Bands that supported us 

and gives us inspirations to continue our 

goals and plans.

We are inviting you to jam with us in our 

awesome Bands line-up The Remnants, 300 

Violins Orchestra, Rebuild,  As Far As I Am 

and Many More.

BY KHEN CALMA





SwitchpipeSwitchpipe

Derived from guitars tuning switch,and the 

guitar cable which looks like a pipe. And that's it!  

We are the "Switchpipe"!

Our music is composed of heavily distorted and 

c-tuned guitars, partnered with deep growling 

vocals and screams, and vigorous drumming 

accentuated by blast beat techniques. The 

sound of our songs are also influenced by As 

Blood Runs Black, Suffokate, Thy Art is Murder, 

All Shall Perish, and Suicide Silence. 

I as a vocalist, I also stand as leader. I formed this 

band since January 2014. Maraming nangyare, 

maraming naging part ng banda pero nawala 

rin. But hindi ako tumigil sa pagbubuo kapag 

nawawala ang iba. And until now nasa eksena pa 

rin kami,   may mga bagong mukha na naman at 

bagong pamilya.

Our 3 compositions are written by me. From 

"Marina" which is inspired from my own 

experienced.The second one which is "Sakim" 

was the continuation of Marina.  "Run to your 

death" is based on a nightmare.

And we have upcoming composition titled" 

NYCTOPHILIA" written by our very own Rhoan of 

Inkay Tattoo,and our acting coordinator.

FOR MINIMALISTIK CLOTHING 

We first met this clothing and management last 

Dec. 2018 at a year-end event at Quarry Bar in 

Parañaque.  Very Heart warming, the duo Aly and 

Khen was such a good friend. With one of the 

Finest local Clothing brand.  Very comportable 

to wear with class. The collection was awesome, 

not just a design but the meaning and the 

message of every shirt they have.  We are looking 

forward for collaboration in this clothing line. 

God bless!!!! 

MEMBERS

Dexter Ken Aquino on vocals, Jerdee Censon  on 

bass, Jaja Mohammad and Ronz  Obra on guitar

and Elan Agliam on drums.

This is our new line up.



SwitchpipeAs Far As I Am

What Does Your Band Name Mean? 

For us Our band name Stands for Humility and 

Humbleness. We try to go as far as we Can in life 

but we always remember where we came from 

and to always keep our feets on the ground. In 

the end of the road all of us turn to dust. the 

outcome of our journey will be the same. We may 

have walked faster or took a different path than 

others but No One can walk further. We can all 

say That You will just travel AS FAR I AM. 

Who Are Your Biggest Influences? 

Our Families are a big part of our music Influence 

from Slow rock to Sundays Jukebox. We heard 

it all and just developed over time. AFAIA is 

influenced by Bands such as Deftones, Slipknot, 

Korn, Mettalica, Faspitch, Urbandub and 

Anything in Between. 

How did you come up with your band name? 

it was a very hard Process since we have like 

very Bad ass names on the list (E.g Palladium 

Moxy and Lornie Horny. Hahaha). We Chose the 

Name AS FAR AS I AM since we liked the Idea of 

the story Behind it. like, no one is above anyone 

and no one can go further than anybody. we are 

all the same and different at the same time. But 

the path and the Journey Is the same. You'll only 

go AS FAR AS I AM. 

How do you write your songs?

It’s a Team effort. Riffs are from Mathew, Lordnie 

or Omac. Then, Blaire Will Just right the lyrics 

and melody. Then Christioan will add his beats 

after. We Share our opinions and suggestions 

since we Trust and respect each other’s point of 

view. 

FOR MINIMALISTIK CLOTHING

We LOVE THEM ! Minimalistik is a one of a kind 

brand. We will always remember the kindness 

and support they have shown us.  Aly and Ken 

are the BEST! We love you from the bottom of 

our hearts! 

MEMBERS:

VOCALS - Blaire Sabado 

BASSIST - Lordnie Lunzaga 

GUITAR - Leomark Cano 

DRUMS - Christian Fuentes 

GUITAR - Mathew Medina



SwitchpipeCaloy's Key

What Does Your Band Name Mean? 

Our band name doesn’t have exact definition we 

just came up with this silly name Caloy’s Key. 

Who Are Your Biggest Influences? 

We have different influences individually but our 

common influences are OPM and Rock genre.

How did you come up with your band name? 

When we are forming the band, We could not 

think of a name. We want something simple and 

different but catchy, then we came up with the 

name Caloy’s Key as Carlo being the front man 

and his “keys” to create music are the other 

members. The “keys” are the painters who puts 

colors in the songs from their individual skills 

which is very important that will create impact 

to our listeners. Combined together, we are 

creating music from our hearts that we want 

share to everyone. But most importantly, we just 

want to create and enjoy music.

How do you write your songs?

For the first 4 songs, Carlo created the words 

and pre-arranged the songs. Then he pitched it 

in to the group for improvements and to put their 

individual elements of the members to complete 

the songs.

FOR MINIMALISTIK CLOTHING

We would like to thank minimalistic clothing co. 

for including local musicians in envisioning their 

goals. We hope that they continue to support the 

local artists that we have and empowering our 

local music scene in their own little way. Cheers 

to more fruitful years to come!  

MEMBERS:

GUITAR/VOCALS – CARLO CANLAS

BASSIST –  RONALD RUFO

GUITAR – JERICHO DICIOCO

DRUMS – PAUL MIÑA



Rebuild

What Does Your Band Name Mean? 

Making like new without completely 

replacing - REBUILD. 

Who Are Your Biggest Influences? 

As I Lay Dying, Trivium, Bullet For My Valentine, 

August Burns Red, Miss May I, and Lamb of God, 

and the local bands Valley of Chrome, Slapshock, 

Urbandub, and Franco.

How did you come up with your band name? 

The name "Rebuild" chosen because we believe 

that everything that has been destroyed can be 

rebuilt.

How do you write your songs?

irst we make Guitar riffs etc. once done we 

applied the drums and the bass lines. Lyrics are 

always on the last part. Why? Because most of our 

songs relay on how we created the instrumental 

musical feels, is it aggressive sounding (ANGRY)? 

Melodic (Full of mix emotions)?

that’s how we do it.

FOR MINIMALISTIK CLOTHING

The Staffs are friendly and approachable, they 

have cool designs on their Merch that we like very 

much. Also we want to Thank you for trusting us 

to be part of your 1st Year anniversary we did not 

expect to be here but then we  are very grateful 

for everything. 

MEMBERS:

Rythmn/VOCALS - Red Redelicia

BASSIST/ VOCALS - Paolo Redelicia

GUITAR - John "Jepoy" Dave

DRUMS - Julius 



Reach For The 
Third Sky

What Does Your Band Name Mean? 

Reach For the Third Sky, actually, we just came 

up with a post-apocalyptic concept of an empire 

that has taken over the world while a handful of 

people representing the resistance managed 

to fight this empire. And because of the never-

ending battle, a Higher Being (we can refer to as 

God) decided to separate the empire into three 

realms in which the Third Sky is where true 

salvation resides. 

Who Are Your Biggest Influences? 

Our influences are mostly foreign and local 

heavy metal bands such as Slapshock, Valley of 

Chrome, As I Lay Dying. Miss May I, Escape the 

Fate, Killswitch Engage, Trivium, Metallica, and 

Bullet for My Valentine. 

How did you come up with your band name? 

Our former Rhythm Guitarist Warren del Rosario 

and Bassist Red Redelicia came up with the 

name, Reach for the Third Sky. Afterwards out 

new Vocalist came up with the post-apocalyptic 

background story behind its name and the whole 

squad agreed to it. 

How do you write your songs?

We would usually begin by thinking of a theme 

(mainly about love, revolution, rising above 

adversities, and unity). Next, we would do 

random riffs in our houses, write the lyrics, then 

the basic sequences to form the framework of 

our song. Then we leave the rest of the team 

to refine the song by adding more melodies, 

harmonies, and aggression. We then record it 

with our phones for review and jamming to fully 

polish it.

FOR MINIMALISTIK CLOTHING

We first met Khen and Aly during gigs and we 

have nothing more to say, but they are down-to-

earth people blessed with extraordinary talents, 

which reflect obviously in their Merch! We wish 

them more power and more passion and love for 

their art and for us musicians and artists alike! 

God bless you and more power to Minimalistik!!! 



Dwntwn Heroes

What Does Your Band Name Mean? 

Dwntwn heroes? Trip lang downtown kasi 

nakatira kmi halos sa downtown area and 

heroes may gusto kasi kaming mapatunayan. 

Yan para maiksi hehe

Who Are Your Biggest Influences? 

Urbandub, Typecast, Love Me Butch,  Saosin at 

Underoath

How did you come up with your band name? 

Nkikinig lng ako non ng foo fighters then may 

narinig akong lyrics na "kudos my hero" then 

doon namin sya naexctract.

How do you write your songs?

Ako? Hmm una kasi yong concept then yong 

magiging influence sound mo,  then simulan mo 

ng maligo kasi doon lalabas lahat ng lyrocs at 

idea hehe

FOR MINIMALISTIK CLOTHING

Solid na brand and magaganda concept 

MEMBERS:

VOCALS - Japz Umali

BASSIST -  Marthy Palama

GUITAR -  Derrick Casactusan 

DRUMS - Joseph Co



Stella

What Does Your Band Name Mean? 

STELLA means STAR in latin  Every great 

dream begins with a dreamer. We believe that 

we have within the strength, the patience, and 

the passion to reach for the stars to change the 

world.

Who Are Your Biggest Influences? 

Typecast, Even and Urbandub

How did you come up with your band name? 

We humbly want to be known as dreamers

How do you write your songs?

We write a song based on true stories and 

struggles in life specifically the struggles of 

being an artist

FOR MINIMALISTIK CLOTHING

We would like to take this opportunity to 

thank Minimalistik for being so professional 

and approachable every time we meet also to 

appreciate their art by selling merch.

It is not easy to think and create a craft out of 

sadness and immortality. The story behind their 

7 deadly sins series really signifies determination 

and passion. KUDOS! 

I love you both! 

Stay humble and more power! Your STELLA FAM 

always got your back!

MEMBERS:

VOCALS / GUITARIST -  Jonel Airra C. Bugayong

BASSIST -  Emma Grace Mendoza

GUITAR - Ian Christopher D. Abarca 

VIOLIN -  Jewel Gomez

DRUMS - Joven Serojales

GUITAR - Leomark Cano



Lila

What Does Your Band Name Mean? 

Our name is LILA. the Filipino word for violet 

which is a symbol of passion, creativity, dignity, 

and respect.

Who Are Your Biggest Influences? 

We have different influences individually. 

Ranging from math rock, jazz fusion, and 

electronic

How did you come up with your band name? 

It was suggested by one of our former members 

then we agreed on it because it is short, catchy 

and tagalog

How do you write your songs?

Our songs are written by our vocalist and 

keyboardist, Melissa. Then the whole band 

contributes to the arrangement.

FOR MINIMALISTIK CLOTHING

This clothing line has one of the most passionate, 

goal-driven, friendliest and kind-hearted 

individuals we ever met. They are actually one of 

our huge inspirations to continue making music 

and to never stop chasing your dreams no matter 

how hard life hits you. Nonetheless, the t-shirts 

are high quality. Designs are amazing. We love 

Minimalistik clothing and the people behind it.

MEMBERS:

VOCALS/KEYBOARDS - Melissa Sofia Eslava

BASSIST - Daryl de Paz

GUITAR - Yuri Langas

DRUMS -  Jose Louise "Joey" Aquino



Torches

What Does Your Band Name Mean? 

Torches means to illuminate. Light em up! 

Who Are Your Biggest Influences? 

Deftones. Periphery. LoveMeButch. 

Foo Fighters. Faspitch. 

How did you come up with your band name? 

We just came up with something related to light 

and fire.

How do you write your songs?

We brainstorm and share ideas. We share 

thoughts and emotions. 

FOR MINIMALISTIK CLOTHING

Continue what you are doing and push the 

boundaries. More power! 

MEMBERS:

VOCALS -  Gu Ren

BASSIST -  Fran Lenard Miranda

GUITAR - Arjay Sulit

DRUMS - Ian Umali

GUITAR - Adrian Theodore Leano



Orca

What Does Your Band Name Mean? 
Well if you look it up in a dictionary, ORCA is a killer 
whale and a ruthless hunter. But as cool as it may 
sound, it doesn't really translate nor the reason 
why we chose the name. Honestly, it doesn't 
really mean anything to us, but the special thing 
about it is the feel of neutrality, not being boxed 
to a certain genre, emotion, or personality. The 
name seems to give us a transparent identity. 

Who Are Your Biggest Influences? 
I wrestled a bear once
Coheed and Cambria
Protest The Hero
The Human Abstract
Between the Buried and Me
Veil of Maya
Killswitch Engage 
August Burns Red
Nas
Kendrick Lamar
Post Malone
Jojie 

How did you come up with your band name? 
It's from a 90's hit movie "Free Willy". A movie 
about a killer whale (Orca) tamed by a suburban 
kid. so random (lol)

How do you write your songs?
Usually, the structure of a song is provided 
through guitars, bass and drums. Then we put 
the vocals at the end of the process. We make 
changes until we reach the satisfaction point 
for the song or until it feels/sounds right. Only by 
then we call it a finished product.  

FOR MINIMALISTIK CLOTHING
What we can give as of the moment, is the 
treatment we are experiencing from the 
Minimalistik clothing staff. From the day that 
we were invited into this event, they were very 
accommodating, attentive, and, hardworking. 
They make sure that everyone is informed on 
all the details for their event. All participating 
bands can feel their support whether they know 
them personally, or not. Kudos to this event and 
to everyone at Minimalistik Clothing! 

MEMBERS:
VOCALS - Zoren Fernandez
BASSIST - Albert Thomas Sanchez
GUITAR - Zyme Gaucillama
GUITAR - Francisco Hernandez
GUITAR (session) - Ryan Mitchell 
VIOLIN - Bal Magno
DRUMS - Ar. Angelo Luis Sibal



The Remnants

Surviving trace from different pieces

Well, our biggest band influences are Thy art is 

murder and specially Whitechapel

We are all fragments left from what was once an 

original piece, shards bonded together by our 

hunger to express and vent it all out through our 

music.

Feelings of struggle, remorse, frustrations, 

regret and hate is what fuelled us to thrive for 

more as we explore our potential both individually 

and as a band

We just wrote our songs based on our personal 

experiences or other person's experience  

FOR MINIMALISTIK CLOTHING

For us, Minimalistik is one of the good local 

merchant here in our country. They have a nice 

creativity for their styles and concepts.   More 

power to Minimalistik Clothing line!

MEMBERS:

Vocs - Jeffrey Dy

Drums - Danchester Getigan

Bass - Justin Cruz

Guitar - Alex Sabordo

Guitar - Rap Gaurano



300 Violin 
Orchestra

What Does Your Band Name Mean? 

300 Violin Orchestra has no particular meaning. 

For us, the name simply signifies who we are as 

a band and as a family.  

Who Are Your Biggest Influences? 

August Burns Red

Veil of Maya

The Ghost Inside

Slipknot 

How did you come up with your band name? 

In 2012, we wanted to form a band inspired by 

August Burns Red. Roi suggested two band 

names: “Revelation Chapter” and “300 Violin 

Orchestra”. We chose the latter because we felt 

like it’s kind of unique and has more impact.

How do you write your songs?

We conduct house jams. The guitarists do the 

structure of the songs. We get continuous 

feedback and suggestions from the rest until 

everything gets finalized. The vocalist writes 

most of the lyrics. We proof read. We finalize at 

rehearsal studios. We record the song.

FOR MINIMALISTIK CLOTHING

We first met Khen and Aly during gigs and we 

have nothing more to say, but they are down-to-

earth people blessed with extraordinary talents, 

which reflect obviously in their Merch! We wish 

them more power and more passion and love for 

their art and for us musicians and artists alike! 

God bless you and more power to Minimalistik!!! 

MEMBERS:

VOCALS - Anthony Jerome Perez

BASSIST - Mark Joseph Feliciano

GUITAR - Earl Abril

GUITAR - Bryan Bugas

DRUMS - Philip Roi Panizal



Within Myriad

What Does Your Band Name Mean? 

Myriad, a large number or having great variety, 

exactly describes this band which has no specific 

genre, as they don't want to be tied to one type 

of music. They want to show their versatility as 

a rock band through their songs, such as Six and 

Lovely.  

Who Are Your Biggest Influences? 

Bawat isa samin may kanya kanyang influences 

pero yung mga kanta namin inspired sa 

Paramore. 

How did you come up with your band name? 

Pm nyo bassist namin haha sya nag pangalan sa 

banda namin.

How do you write your songs?

Halos lahat ng kanta ako (Gen) ang gumawa. 

Yung mga kantang ginawa ko base sa realidad ng 

buhay.

FOR MINIMALISTIK CLOTHING

Sana kayo maglabas ng merch band namin. jk.

Solid designs tapod solid din owner. Tuloy tuloy 

lang suporta namin sa inyo. 

MEMBERS:

VOCALS - Gen Adano

BASSIST - Jiggy Baring

GUITAR - Jep Colorado

DRUMS - Errold Zafe

GUITAR - John Daniel Guinto



Feronia

What Does Your Band Name Mean? 

Feronia was a goddess associated with wildlife, 

fertility, health, and abundance. As the goddess 

who granted freedom to slaves or civil rights to 

the most humble part of society. 

Who Are Your Biggest Influences? 

The Devil Wears Prada 

How did you come up with your band name? 

Nag iisip kmi ng 1 word name lang

How do you write your songs?

Sa mga ngyayari sa paligid at buhay nmin gaya 

ng brain dead (in loving memories) para sa lola 

ko (sepyu) na namatay brain-dead

FOR MINIMALISTIK CLOTHING

All designs are awesome and the materials they 

use are high quality and the staffs are warm-

hearted and awesome! 

MEMBERS:

Vocal   Sep Yu vocals

Guitar Vox  Mel vin 

Bass  Benjie Ros 

Guitar  Alfie Licunan  

Drums  Elan Agliam



The big names laid out the sweet rhythms at 

UrbnQC when DJ’s Travis Monsod, Nathan Jay, 

Francis Sanchez, Renz Morales filled the night’s 

roster. Together with MC Boo amping up the 

mood to keep everyone happy,  they  provided 

the beats the keep the club hot and hoppin’.

Saturdays are 
Endless
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Would you swap sleep for sizzling 
beats? If you love the nightlife, 
you would in a heartbeat. Party-
goers never had a trade as good 
as the one they had at Palace 
Manila. GP Reyes and Keith 
Bryan were the hosts of the 
evening as DJ’s Pae Dobles, 
Funk Avy and Khai Lim brought 
the music.

Sleepless at 
the Palace



Scintillating light shows, fierce sparklers, 
and even an aerialist performance was part 
of the evening’s entertainment at Xylo for 
their Cosmic Sky night. MC Chunk brought 
the crowd to fever pitch while DJ’s Adrian 
Cob, Mars Miranda, and Franco Zarate had 
their time at the decks to bring the club up 
and lay them down low with their music. 

Cosmic Sky 
at Xylo



Guests at Club Zzyzzx 

in Malate moved to the 

music of DJ’s Marvin, 

Michael, and Cholo last 

March 4 at Club Zzyzzx,  

accompanied by the 

hypnotic sway of the clubs 

lights and lazers, with DJ’s 

Freakboy, Eagleman and  

P1 taking their turns at 

the deck as the night went 

on.

Kickoff
Mondays



It truly was a happy screamfest at House Manila 
as its patrons dressed up in their finest spooky 
get-up to let loose on the dance floor, with DJ 
SlickJay, Dustin Arriola and MC Paolo Mendo-
za turning up the music and tuning the crowd 
into their  drumming beats and slick dance 
mixes

Naughty or nice, guests enjoyed 
the music coming from DJ’s 
Ace Ramos, SP Espinosa, and 
Hahn Tan when BAD Late Night 
Breakfast Bar had their Bad Kids 
Club open for business. Hosted 
by Marty Lacson, Jim Manuel, 
Adi Cruz, and Cho Min Kim, the 
grown-ups enjoyed the night letting 
their inner kids out to play. Beats 
by Ace Ramos, SP Espinosa, and 
Hahn Tan

Photos by Lars Plata
(IGs: @larsplata, @larsvisuals)

BAD Late Night 
Breakfast Bar



A hot night at The Key Bar was 
composed of booze, beats, and 
beauty as DJ Inna Patricia Gita took 
her turn on the decks with DJ Lock 
Vendivel coming in from his home 
base in Boracay. Later in the eveing 
DJ and producer duo We Are Dee 
took their turn at the wheel, with DJ 
Regiel Orocay lighting the house up 
and bringing the music home at the 
Bounce Wednesdays.

The Bounce 
Wednesdays



Some things end so that better things can 
begin, and long-time patrons of the Vanity 
Club at Tomas Morato spent a weekend 
saying farewell to the place where they had 
good times and happy moments, and where 
they danced to the club’s smooth beats for 
the past seven years. The music roster for 
the weekend celebration was a sure bet for 
a good time – DJ’s Mars Miranda, Bigboy 
Cheng, Funk Avy , Callum David, Jet Boado, 
Chrismyk, Lheart, DJ Rodney and DJ 
SlickJay. The role call of epic music wizardry 
continued with DJ’s Marlon, Richard, Kyrah 
Mijares, DJ Jimmy , with 1800 , Banghous3 
, and MC Boo Sacramento and MC Gino 
Sobreviñas helping the crowd celebrate and 
remember the good times, and look ahead 
to something great coming in July 2019.

Vanity
Final Call



‘Walwal” is a Filipino word that 
roughly translates to something 
like “party like there’s no 
tomorrow,” and  “let loose” plus 
more than a little dash of “just 
go with the flow.” And people did 
party like there was no tomorrow 
at The Aura Club, especially with 
the Recover band belting out 
songs, and DJ Kittie mixing it up 
and unleashing her groove at the 
decks, with DJ Jhun having her 
back when he took his own turn 
at the tables.

Club Octagon
at club octagon

Walwalan
Friday



Founded by Danz Hipolito, the Chroma Music Festival is an explosion of sound, 
sensation, and celebration, and this year the 4th Chroma Fest happened at the Circuit 
Makati. The roster of talents were a solid guarantee of amazing music as they featured 
three international DJs, 16 prominent DJs & MCs,  and two live performances to fulfill 
12 hours of dance and music, and tickets sales proved it as they surpassed previous 
festival tickets sold.      Highlights of the event were Holland DJ/producer and creator of 
the “jungle terror” EDM genre, WIWEK, with LaCréme, the iconic Australian music duo 
Teddy Cream (Vincent Calderone and Brandon Mangion) and top local DJ s Tom Taus, 
Ace Ramos, Patty Tiu, Marc Marasigan, Jet Boado, Funk Avy, Kat DJ, Katsy Lee, Cathy 
Frey, MC Pao and MC Boo. Also featured were Rave Radio and Bali-based DJ Skytek.

Photos: JaCas Photography

CHROMA Music 
Festival



Christian “Cee” Schwanz did 
a one-night only seminar 
on using the Ableton Push 2 
and Live 10.1 at the JB Music 
Flagship Showroom. Ableton, 
a pioneer in music mixing and 
production, presented Ableton 
Push 2 and Live 10.1 as the 
latest in their showcase of 
industry must-haves. Schwanz 
has been teaching Ableton 
since 2003, working for such 
institutions as Red Bull Music 
Academy and the Goethe-
Institut. As the key speaker 
for the workshop, Schwanz’s 
rule is to set up his curriculum 
to have a big chunk of 
knowledge for newbies while 
having enough substance for 
the experienced members 
of the crowd. His aim is to 
leave participants with the 
knowledge to experiment and 
expand on their skills, and 
to unleash their full creative 
potential in their music. With 
Ableton Push 2 and Live 10.1, 
they can do just that.

Ableton Workshop
with Christian Schwanz
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By John Lee

What is a 
Festival without 
Rock & Roll?
ENTER Fete de la Musique: 
Rock and Roll Stage

Are you fond of rock and roll? Then you 
should know that Fete de la Musique is 
one of the premier events of the year! In 
1982, the French Minister of Culture, Jack 
Lang, and Maurice Fleuret founded the 
inaugural Fete de la Musique in Paris, and 
soon, it was spread internationally. This 
2019, we celebrate the 25th year of the 
festival in the Philippines. Two years ago, 
SX Manila and Rough Stuff Entertainment, 
two productions that give an avenue 
to the rock and roll genre, pioneered in 
creating the first ever Rock and Roll Stage, 
which rose and became one of the most 
acclaimed stages of Fete de la Musique 
Philippines.

tRock and roll often took a back seat in 
the music industry. Only a few handfuls of 
performers played the genre's music as 
it declined in the wake of the millennium. 
However, we often hear people yell "Rock 
and roll!" or "Rackenrol!" followed by the 
wild crowd chanting the phrase again and 
again. Due to this small, minuscule detail, 
the rock and roll genre continues to live 
on. How is it related to other genres and 
why is it hard to let go of the rough, sexy, 
heavy, groovy little old thing as rock and 
roll?

In 2017, a small rebellious group of 
bands from the Philippines decided not to 
concede. Then came the first-ever Rock 
and Roll Stage of Fete de la Musique 
Philippines. Dubbed "Them Bastards," four 
bands from different branches of rock and 
roll created Rough Stuff Entertainment. 
Namely, these bands were Gin Rum and 
Truth, that plays hard rock reminiscent of 
Aerosmith, The Doors, and the Grunge 
act Pearl Jam; Black Wolf Gypsies that 
performs a more hard rock that reminds 
us of Guns N Roses, Led Zeppelin, and 
Jet; Hey Moonshine dwells more on the 
southern sounds of The Black Crowes, 
Allman Brothers, and Cry of Love; to the 
eclectic grooves of Whiskey Version that 
focuses more on the 60's Rockabilly, like 
The Beatles, Blues of Eric Clapton and the 
playful Pink Floyd. With the help of Norlyn 
Tano of SX Manila and Chana Mongaya of 
Rough Stuff Entertainment, the first-ever 
Fete de la Musique Rock and Roll Stage 
was produced. It became one of the most 
successful stages of that year.



Two years in the making…

This 2019, the Fete de la Musique 

Rock and Roll Stage is back! Last 

year, the founding bands of Rough 

Stuff Entertainment took a hiatus from 

organizing the stage in order to perform, 

as well as to support the stages of 

other organizers who became partners 

through the months. Them Bastards also 

participated in epic events related to 

Fete de la Musique such as the Palawan 

Main Stage, Laguna Main Stage, the 

Bonggapalooza Stage, and other pre-

event stages. After a short but meaningful 

meeting, Rough Stuff Entertainment has 

been re-organized in preparation for Fete 

de la Musique: Rock and Roll Stage 2019. 

New partners and committees have been 

formed to support the new structure with 

Miko Llorca pushing the charge. As a 

result of his excellent leadership, Rough 

Stuff Entertainment has gained new 

partners for both the media and venue.

So here it is, folks! For this year’s Rock 

and Roll Stage, SX Manila, Rough Stuff 

Entertainment, together with Red Horse 

Beer brings you: 

Razorback featuring Basti Artadi of 

Wolfgang on Vocals

Kjwan

Gin Rum and Truth 

Hey Moonshine 

Black Wolf Gypsies 

Whiskey Version

OjoRojo 

Bonifacio Republic 

Spank Me Regor

Hoochie Coochie Mikkie 

Severo

The Differential 

Elijah B.Borreros 

Out of Order 

Molay 

The event will be held on July 22, 

Saturday, 4 PM at the Makati Sports Bar, 

8457 Dona Carmen, Makati City. Media 

partners include Rakista Radio, Radio 

Manila, Jam 88.3's Adults Only Radio, Red 

Slim, Kaya, Tempest Manila, Business 

Mirror, BM SoundStrip, 95.9 Green FM, 

Good News Pilipinas, Pulp Magazine and 

of course, Unplug Magazine!

So let’s get the fire going for rock and roll!  

Participate in the Fete de la Musique 2019: 

Rock and Roll Stage at the Makati Sports 

Bar on June 22, Saturday, 4 PM. And yes, 

admission is free! 















https://www.facebook.com/todoguitarrabajo
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MIDNIGHT SKY
UNIQUE
GRANDMA

IN MY PRISON
IV OF SPADES

CHA-CHING
UNIQUE
GRANDMA

CHOP CHOP BLUES
BITA AND THE BOTFLIES

SISIKAT KA IHA
BITA AND THE BOTFLIES

APOY
BRA FT. SHANTI DOPE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vnUGADIfr0c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ZJOsRC-hk8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9uBs5nA3NUM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0b78b8BOFc8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dln8tnQANVs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKOATgqp6cA


T U B E 67

LABAHITA
SHOTGUN COMBO

PILLARS
DYING MANIFESTO

ALAM MO BA? (ANG GULO)
ANG BANDANG SHIRLEY

SANA
I BELONG TO THE ZOO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Di95_hoZObE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7T0a8-OgLPg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bz-JhQDPYHI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ea3NPjCXPeg
https://www.facebook.com/mematesrestobar/


AFROMAN Productions  
kaelgorbycruz@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/afromanprodph

AMPLIFIED MUSIC Productions
www.facebook.com/AMProdPH

BAD AND NAUGHTY BOYS Production 
www.fb.com/Bad-and-Naughty-Boys-Production

BANDISTA Productions
www.facebook.com/Bandista-Production

BARBERO Productions 
0917 8292767 | 0916 5087131 
hibiki_jp79@yahoo.com 
www.facebook.com/barberoprod

BARAKO Production
brkprdctn@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/BarakoProduction

BEAT TRICKS Productions 
0916 3805941
www.facebook.com/beattricksprod/

BE BRIGHT BACK Production 
0948 7001100 
rakistaonline27@yahoo.com
www.fb.com/berightbackproduction

BEEHIVE Productions
www.fb.com/beehiveproductionsph

BLACK CAT Production
0915 2878010 
www.fb.com/blackkittenproduction

CATHARSIS Productions
0912 9448141
carolgcasis@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/catharsisph

CHILI SAUCE Production
0932 6062581
chilisauceprod@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/ChiliSauceProduction

CHOCO SKULL Productions 
www.facebook.com/chocoskullph

CRAZY DUCK Productions 
0917 7325550 | 0905 4173991 
www.facebook.com/CrazyDuckProduction

DLIVES Productions 
0906 4105678 | lemsguitar@yahoo.com 
www.facebook.com/dlivesproduction

DIRTY KNOBS Productions 
www.fb.com/Dirty-Knobs-Productions

DOCDEF Productions 
docdefproductions@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/docdefprod

EARGASMA Production
www.facebook.com/eargasmaprod

EMS Production
www.fb.com/EMS-Production

FROG Production
0906 2243313 | jv_mango@yahoo.com 
www.facebook.com/frogproductionofficial

GOD-LIKE Production
www.facebook.com/godlikeproduction

GOD-LIKE Production
www.facebook.com/godlikeproduction

HIGH FREQUENCY Productions
0917 5566188 
www.fb.com/High-Frequency-Productions

HUGE ROCK Productions Inc.
www.fb.com/hugerockcreativeproductions

KHAKARA Production
0943 6810589 | 0915 8574568
0915 1419597  
www.facebook.com/KProductionPH

MIYAW Productions
0975 9812366
www.facebook.com/miyawprod 

MUDHONEY Productions
0917 7645727 
www.fb.com/MudhoneyProductions

NOODLESHOX Productions
www.facebook.com/NoodleShoxProd

ORPHEUS Productions
0999 7927396 
www.fb.com/Orpheus-Production-Pilipinas
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OUTLOUD PILIPINAS Productions
outloud.pilipinas@live.com
www.fb.com/outloudpilipinasevents

OVATION Productions
02 532 8883
www.facebook.com/ovationproductions 
www.ovationproductionsmanila.com

PARAYAOSKI Productions
www.facebook.com/Parayaoskiproduction

PEACE BOMB NATION Production
www.fb.com/peacebombnationproduction

PEACE TOL Productions
www.fb.com/PeaceTol-Productions-

PHOENIX Productions
0927 4972387
miggy.eventsplanner@gmail.com
www.fb.com/ilovephoenixproduction

PROD CENTRAL
0905 5362566
prod.central@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/ProdCentral

PURPLE SUNSET Productions
www.fb.com/purplesunsetproductions

RACC/OON Production
raccoonph@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/raccoonprod

RED BUTTON Production
0917 8530179
redbuttonproductionph@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/redbuttonproduction

REDLINES Productions
02 4535803 | redlinesprod@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/RedlinesProductions

RED NINJA Productions
www.facebook.com/redninjaprod

REDROCKET Productions 
redrocketprod@yahoo.com 
redrocketproductionsph@gmail.com 
www.fb.com/RedRocketProductions

SAVE THE QUEEN Productions
0917 8242787  
savethequeenprod@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/SaveTheQueenProd

SHARKBOY Productions
www.facebook.com/sharkboyprod

SLEDGEHAMMER Productions
0916 4920975 | 0916 2168563 
www.facebook.com/sledgehammerprod

SOLID EMPIRE Productions
0926 2246411 (Norbs) 
0999 7267113 (Jonas) 
solidempireproductions@gmail.com 
www.fb.com/SolidEmpireProductions

SUBLIME EVENT Productions 
www.fb.com/Sublime.Events.Productions

SXMANILA (Sound Experience Manila)
0917 5575945 | sxmanila@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/sxmanila

TAMBAYAN Production 
0926 3651204 
www.facebook.com/TambayanProdph

TEAM KARGA Productions
0906 4490021 
www.fb.com/Team-Karga-Production

THEDRUGGEDZOMBIE 
riabautista@me.com 
www.fb.com/thedruggedzombie

THE SOUTHERN PROJECT 
demo@thesouthernproject.com 
www.facebook.com/thesouthernproject
 
TONO Events 0905 2062858 
www.facebook.com/TonoEvents

TSIKENSTARR Production
tsikenstarrproductions@gmail.com 
www.fb.com/TsikenStaRR-Production-

UNDERSTONE Production
0906 4716126 
undertoneproduction@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/undertoneproduction

WE ARE THE UNDERDOGS 
Productions
watunderdogsprod@gmail.com 
www.fb.com/wearetheunderdogsproductions 
www.watupph.com


